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Chýbajúca energia v rozpade β: 
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Chýbajúca energia v rozpade β: 
 n → p + e + ν



Liebe Radioaktive Damen und Herren

Wolfgang Pauli: 

... bol som zvedený k 
pochybnému východisku 
... na záchranu zákona 
zachovania energie. ...  
V jadrách môžu 
existovať ... neutróny ... 
s hmotnosťou nie 
väčšou ako 0,01 
hmotnosti protónu
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Prvý pokus: Enrico Fermi

s experimentálnym spektrom 
najlepšie súhlasí hypotéza 
neutrína s nulovou hmotnosťou
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Versueh einer Theorie der fl-Strahlen. I. 171 

wir von verbotenen fi-Ubergdngen. Man mu~ natfirlieh nieh~ erwarten, dal3 
die verbotenen Uberg~nge fiberhaupt nicht vorkommen, da (32) nur eine 
Niiherungsformel ist. Wir werden in Ziffer 9 etwas fiber diesen Typ yon 
Uberg~ngen spreehen. 

7. Die Masse des Neutrinos. 
Dureh die ]3bergangswahrseheinliehkeit (82) ist die Form des konti- 

nuierliehen fl-Spek~rums bestimmt. Wit wollen zuerst diskutieren, wie 
diese Form yon der Ruhemasse/~ des 
Neutrinos abh~ngt, um yon einem Ver- 
gleich mit den empirisehen Kurven diese 
Kons~ante zu bestimmen. Die Masse ,u 
ist in dem Fakr p,~/va enthalten. Die 
Abhgngigkeit der Form der Energie- 
verteilungskurve yon u is~ am meisten 
ausgepr~gt in der N~he des Endpunktes 

Fig. 1. 

der Verteilungskurve. Ist E o die Grenzenergie der fl-Strahlen, so sieht 
man ohne Schwierigkeit, dal3 die Verteilungskurve for Energien E in der 
Niihe yon E o bis auf einen yon E unabhiingigen Faktor sich wie 

v~ -~c ~ (~c2 -~ E~ ~(E~ ~ 2~c~(E~  E) (36) 

verhiilt. 
In der Fig. 1 ist das Ende der Verteilungskurve ffir ~ -- 0 und ffir einen 

kleinen und einen grol~en Wert yon # gezeichnet. Die grSl~te ~mlichkeit 
mit den empirischen Kurven zeigt die theoretische Kurve ffir # --~ 0. 

Wir kommen also zu dem Schlul~, dal3 die Ruhemasse des Neutrinos 
entweder Null oder jedenfalls sehr klein in bezug auf die Masse des Elek- 
~rons istl). In den folgenden Rechnungen werden wir die einfaehste Hypo- 
~hese # ~--0 einffihren. Es wird dann (30) 

K~ W -  H~ v~ ~ c; K~ = pqc; p~ = - -  - - - - - -  (37) 
C C" 

Die Ungleichungen (33), (34) werden jetzt: 
H s ~ W ;  W ~ m e  '~. (88) 

Und die Ubergangswahrseheinliehkeit (82) nimmt die Form an: 

8~392 I 2 P ~ -  cSh~ v*,u, dT ~fl~(W--H~) ~. (39) 

1) In einer kfirzlich erschienenen No~iz kommt F. Perr in ,  C. R. 197, 1625, 
1933, mit qualitativen Uberlegungen zu demselben SchlulL 
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V e r s u c h  e iner  Theorie  der  p-Strahlen. I1). 
Von E. Fermi in Rom. 

M.it 3 Abbildungen. (Eingegangen am 16. Januar 1934.) 
Eine quantitative Theorie des fl-Zerfalls wird vorgesehlagen, in weleher man 
die Existenz des Neutrinos annimmt, und die Emission der Elektronen und 
Neutrinos aus einem Kern beim ~-Zeffall mit einer ~hnliehen Methode behandelt, 
wie die Emission eines Lichtquants aus einem angeregten Atom in der Strah- 
lungstheorie. Formeln fiir die Lebensdauer und fiir die Form des emittierten 
kontinuierlichen/~-Strahlenspektrums werden abgeleitet und mit der Effahrung 

verglichen. 
1. Grundannahmen der Theorie. 

Bei dem Versuch, eine Theorie der Kernelektronen sowie der/~-Emission 
aufzubauen, begegnet man bekanntlieh zwei Sehwierigkeiten. Die erste 
ist dutch das kontinuierliche fl-Strahlenspektrum bedingt. Falls der Er- 
haltungssatz der Energie giiltig bleiben sell, mu~ man annehmen, dab ein 
Brnehteil der beim /%Zeffall ffei werdenden Energie unseren bisherigen 
BeobachtungsmSglichkeiten entgeht. Naeh dem Vorschlag von W. P a u l i  
kann man z.B. annehmen, dab beim /~-Zerfalt nieht nut ein Elektron, 
sondern auch ein neues Teilchen, das sogenannte ,,Neutrino" (Masse yon 
der GrSBenordnung oder kleiner als die Elektronenmasse; keine elektrisehe 
Ladung) emittiert wird. In der vorliegenden Theorie werden wir die Hypo- 
these des Neutrinos zugrunde legen. 

Eine weitere Schwierigkeit fi~r die Theorie der Kernelektronen besteht 
darin, dab die jetzigen relativistischen Theorien der leiehten Teilehen 
(Elektronen oder Neutrinos) niehf imstande slnd, in einwandfreier Weise 
zu erkl~ren, wie solche Teilehen in Bahnen yon Kerndimensionen gebunden 
werden kSnnen. 

Es seheint deswegen zweckm~Biger, mit H e i s e n b e r g  ~) anzunehmen, 
dab ein Kern nut aus schweren Teilchen, t 'rotonen und Neutronen, be- 
steht. Um trotzdem die M5gliehkeit der/~-Emission zu verst~hen, wollen 
wit versuchen, eine Theorie der Emission leiehter Teilehen aus einem Kern 
in Analogie zur Theorie der Emission eines Liehtquants aus einem an- 
geregten Atom beim 'gewShnlichen StrahlungsprozeB aufzubauen. In der 
Strahlungst.heorie ist die totale Anzahl der Lichtquanten keine Konstante: 
Lichtquanten entstehen, wenn sie von einem Atom emittiert werden, 
und versehwinden, wenn sie absorbiert werden. In Analogie hierzu wollen 
wir der fl-Strahlentheorie folgende Annahmen zugrunde legen: 

1) Vgl. die vorl~ufige Mitteilung : La Ricerca Scientifica 2, Heft 12, 1933. -- 
e) W. Heisenberg ,  ZS. f. Phys. 77, 1, 1932. 
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ously creates an electron and an anti-
neutrino (see the box on this page). The
force can act on a free neutron or on a
neutron bound inside a nucleus.

Fermi’s theory is remarkable in that
it accounts for all the observed proper-
ties of beta decay. It correctly predicts
the dependence of the radioactive-
nucleus lifetime on the energy released
in the decay. It also predicts the correct
shape of the energy spectrum of the
emitted electrons. Its success was taken

as convincing evidence that a neutrino
is indeed created simultaneously with
an electron every time a nucleus disin-
tegrates through beta decay.

Almost as soon as the theory was
formulated, Hans Bethe and Rudolf
Peierls understood that Fermi’s theory
of the weak force suggested a reaction
by which a free neutrino would interact
with matter and be stopped. As Bethe
and Bacher noted (1936),

“[I]t seems practically impossible to

detect neutrinos in the free state, i.e.,
after they have been emitted by the 
radioactive atom. There is only one
process which neutrinos can certainly
cause. That is the inverse beta process,
consisting of the capture of a neutrino
by a nucleus together with the emission
of an electron (or positron).” 

Unfortunately, the weak force is so
weak that the probability of inverse beta
decay was calculated to be close to zero.
A target would have to be light-years

 new subatomic particle that shares the 
vailable energy with the electron. To
roduce the observed energy spectrum,
his new particle, later named the neu-
ino (“little neutral one”), could have a

mass no larger than that of the electron.
 had to have no electric charge. And
ke electrons and protons, the only sub-
tomic particles known at that time, it
ad to be a fermion, a particle having
alf-integer spin (or intrinsic angular

momentum). It would therefore obey

the Pauli exclusion principle according
to which no two identical neutrinos can
be in the same state at the same time.
Once created, the neutrino would speed
away from the site at, or close to, the
speed of light. But Pauli was concerned
that the neutrinos he had postulated
should have been already detected. 

Shortly thereafter, in a brilliant burst
of insight, Enrico Fermi formulated 
a mathematical theory that involved 
the neutrino and that has endured with

little modification into the present. This 
theory postulates a force for beta decay
and incorporates several brand-new
concepts: Pauli’s neutrino hypothesis,
Dirac’s ideas about the creation of par-
ticles, and Heisenberg’s idea that the
neutron and the proton were related to
each other. In Fermi’s theory of beta
decay, this weak force, so called 
because it was manifestly much weaker
than the electromagnetic force, turns 
a neutron into a proton and simultane-

In 1934, long before the neutrino was detected in an experiment, Fermi gave the
neutrino a reality by writing down his simple and brilliant model for the beta decay
process. This model has inspired the modern description of all weak-interaction
processes. Fermi based his model on Dirac’s quantum field theory of electromagnet-
ism in which two electron currents, or moving electrons, exert force on each other
through the exchange of photons (particles of light). The upper diagram represents
the interaction between two electrons. The initial state of the system is on the left,
and the final state is on the right. The straight arrows represent currents, or moving
electrons, and the wiggly line between the currents represents the emission of 
a photon by one current and its absorption by another. This exchange of a photon
causes the electrons to repel each other. Note that the photon has no mass, a fact
related to the unlimited range of the electromagnetic force.

The fundamental process that takes place in beta decay (see lower diagram) is the
change of a neutron into a proton, an electron, and an antineutrino. The neutron may
be a free particle, or it may be bound inside the nucleus.

In analogy with quantum electrodynamics, Fermi represented beta decay as an 
interaction between two currents, each carrying the weak charge. The weak charge
is related to the electric charge. Unlike the electromagnetic force, however, the weak
force has a very short range. In Fermi’s theory, the range of the force is zero, and
the currents interact directly at a single point. The interaction causes a transfer of
electric (weak) charge between the currents so that, for example, the neutron current
gains one unit of charge and transforms into a proton current, while the electron 
current loses one unit of charge and transforms into a neutrino current.*

Because Fermi’s theory is a relativistic quantum field theory, a single current-current
interaction describes all weak-interaction processes involving the neutron, proton, 
electron, and neutrino or their antiparticles. As a result, we can represent all these
weak-interaction processes with one basic diagram (on facing page, upper left corner).

In analogy with the electric current, each weak current is depicted as a moving particle
(straight arrow) carrying the weak charge. At the point where they interact, the two currents
exchange one unit of electric (weak) charge. 

One can adapt the basic diagram to each reaction by deciding which particles (or antiparti-
cles) are to be viewed as the initial state and which as the final state. (Particles are 
represented by arrows pointing to the final state, whereas antiparticles point backward, to the
initial state.) Since all the reactions described by the diagram stem from the same 
interaction, they have the same overall strength given by GF, Fermi’s constant. However,
kinematic factors involving the amount and distribution of available energy and momentum 

in the initial and final states affect the overall reaction rate. Three reactions are illustrated in the lower diagrams.

In the first reaction, neutron beta decay (lower left), the neutron starts out alone, but the interaction of two currents is responsible for the
decay. The neutron (current) turns into a proton, and the charge is picked up by the electron/neutrino (current) that creates a particle (electron)
and an antiparticle (antineutrino). Note that the direction of the arrow for the neutrino points backwards, to the initial state, to indicate that an
antineutrino has appeared in the final state. 

In the second reaction, electron capture (lower center), the initial state is a proton (current) and an electron (current). The weak interaction 
between the two currents triggers the exchange of one unit of charge so that the proton turns into a neutron while the electron turns into a
neutrino. The reverse process is also possible. 

In the third case, inverse beta decay (lower right), the initial state is an antineutrino (current) and a proton (current). The weak interaction 
between the two currents triggers the exchange of one unit of charge so that the antineutrino turns into an antielectron (positron) while the
proton turns into a neutron. Again, the arrows pointing backward indicate that an antineutrino in the initial state has transformed into an 
antielectron in the final state. The reverse process is also possible.
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*In the modern theory, the currents interact through the exchange of the W, a very heavy 
particle analogous to the photon. The W carries one unit of electric charge and one unit of 
weak isotopic charge between the weak currents.



Zdroje neutrín
• jadrové reaktory (jadrové výbuchy)  

beta premena štiepnych produktov,  
napr. 134Cs, 137Cs, 135I, 131I, 135Xe ... 

• Slnko 

• kozmické žiarenie, atmosférické neutrína 

• urýchľovače  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Objav (anti)neutrína
Clyde L. Cowan, Frederick Reines, 1956,  
Jadrová elektráreň Savannah River (SC)
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ously creates an electron and an anti-
neutrino (see the box on this page). The
force can act on a free neutron or on a
neutron bound inside a nucleus.

Fermi’s theory is remarkable in that
it accounts for all the observed proper-
ties of beta decay. It correctly predicts
the dependence of the radioactive-
nucleus lifetime on the energy released
in the decay. It also predicts the correct
shape of the energy spectrum of the
emitted electrons. Its success was taken

as convincing evidence that a neutrino
is indeed created simultaneously with
an electron every time a nucleus disin-
tegrates through beta decay.

Almost as soon as the theory was
formulated, Hans Bethe and Rudolf
Peierls understood that Fermi’s theory
of the weak force suggested a reaction
by which a free neutrino would interact
with matter and be stopped. As Bethe
and Bacher noted (1936),

“[I]t seems practically impossible to

detect neutrinos in the free state, i.e.,
after they have been emitted by the 
radioactive atom. There is only one
process which neutrinos can certainly
cause. That is the inverse beta process,
consisting of the capture of a neutrino
by a nucleus together with the emission
of an electron (or positron).” 

Unfortunately, the weak force is so
weak that the probability of inverse beta
decay was calculated to be close to zero.
A target would have to be light-years

 new subatomic particle that shares the 
vailable energy with the electron. To
roduce the observed energy spectrum,
his new particle, later named the neu-
ino (“little neutral one”), could have a

mass no larger than that of the electron.
 had to have no electric charge. And
ke electrons and protons, the only sub-
tomic particles known at that time, it
ad to be a fermion, a particle having
alf-integer spin (or intrinsic angular

momentum). It would therefore obey

the Pauli exclusion principle according
to which no two identical neutrinos can
be in the same state at the same time.
Once created, the neutrino would speed
away from the site at, or close to, the
speed of light. But Pauli was concerned
that the neutrinos he had postulated
should have been already detected. 

Shortly thereafter, in a brilliant burst
of insight, Enrico Fermi formulated 
a mathematical theory that involved 
the neutrino and that has endured with

little modification into the present. This 
theory postulates a force for beta decay
and incorporates several brand-new
concepts: Pauli’s neutrino hypothesis,
Dirac’s ideas about the creation of par-
ticles, and Heisenberg’s idea that the
neutron and the proton were related to
each other. In Fermi’s theory of beta
decay, this weak force, so called 
because it was manifestly much weaker
than the electromagnetic force, turns 
a neutron into a proton and simultane-

In 1934, long before the neutrino was detected in an experiment, Fermi gave the
neutrino a reality by writing down his simple and brilliant model for the beta decay
process. This model has inspired the modern description of all weak-interaction
processes. Fermi based his model on Dirac’s quantum field theory of electromagnet-
ism in which two electron currents, or moving electrons, exert force on each other
through the exchange of photons (particles of light). The upper diagram represents
the interaction between two electrons. The initial state of the system is on the left,
and the final state is on the right. The straight arrows represent currents, or moving
electrons, and the wiggly line between the currents represents the emission of 
a photon by one current and its absorption by another. This exchange of a photon
causes the electrons to repel each other. Note that the photon has no mass, a fact
related to the unlimited range of the electromagnetic force.

The fundamental process that takes place in beta decay (see lower diagram) is the
change of a neutron into a proton, an electron, and an antineutrino. The neutron may
be a free particle, or it may be bound inside the nucleus.

In analogy with quantum electrodynamics, Fermi represented beta decay as an 
interaction between two currents, each carrying the weak charge. The weak charge
is related to the electric charge. Unlike the electromagnetic force, however, the weak
force has a very short range. In Fermi’s theory, the range of the force is zero, and
the currents interact directly at a single point. The interaction causes a transfer of
electric (weak) charge between the currents so that, for example, the neutron current
gains one unit of charge and transforms into a proton current, while the electron 
current loses one unit of charge and transforms into a neutrino current.*

Because Fermi’s theory is a relativistic quantum field theory, a single current-current
interaction describes all weak-interaction processes involving the neutron, proton, 
electron, and neutrino or their antiparticles. As a result, we can represent all these
weak-interaction processes with one basic diagram (on facing page, upper left corner).

In analogy with the electric current, each weak current is depicted as a moving particle
(straight arrow) carrying the weak charge. At the point where they interact, the two currents
exchange one unit of electric (weak) charge. 

One can adapt the basic diagram to each reaction by deciding which particles (or antiparti-
cles) are to be viewed as the initial state and which as the final state. (Particles are 
represented by arrows pointing to the final state, whereas antiparticles point backward, to the
initial state.) Since all the reactions described by the diagram stem from the same 
interaction, they have the same overall strength given by GF, Fermi’s constant. However,
kinematic factors involving the amount and distribution of available energy and momentum 

in the initial and final states affect the overall reaction rate. Three reactions are illustrated in the lower diagrams.

In the first reaction, neutron beta decay (lower left), the neutron starts out alone, but the interaction of two currents is responsible for the
decay. The neutron (current) turns into a proton, and the charge is picked up by the electron/neutrino (current) that creates a particle (electron)
and an antiparticle (antineutrino). Note that the direction of the arrow for the neutrino points backwards, to the initial state, to indicate that an
antineutrino has appeared in the final state. 

In the second reaction, electron capture (lower center), the initial state is a proton (current) and an electron (current). The weak interaction 
between the two currents triggers the exchange of one unit of charge so that the proton turns into a neutron while the electron turns into a
neutrino. The reverse process is also possible. 

In the third case, inverse beta decay (lower right), the initial state is an antineutrino (current) and a proton (current). The weak interaction 
between the two currents triggers the exchange of one unit of charge so that the antineutrino turns into an antielectron (positron) while the
proton turns into a neutron. Again, the arrows pointing backward indicate that an antineutrino in the initial state has transformed into an 
antielectron in the final state. The reverse process is also possible.
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*In the modern theory, the currents interact through the exchange of the W, a very heavy 
particle analogous to the photon. The W carries one unit of electric charge and one unit of 
weak isotopic charge between the weak currents.

inverzná premena beta
surface radioactivity had died away 
sufficiently) and dig down to the tank,
recover the detector, and learn the truth
about neutrinos!”

This extraordinary plan was actually
granted approval by Laboratory 
Director Norris Bradbury. Although the 
experiment would only be sensitive to
neutrino cross sections of 10–40 square
centimeters, 4 orders of magnitude 
larger than the theoretical value, 
Bradbury was impressed that the plan
was sensitive to a cross section 3 orders
of magnitude smaller than the existing
upper limit.1 As Reines explains in 
retrospect (unpublished notes for a talk
given at Los Alamos),

“Life was much simpler in those
days—no lengthy proposals or complex
review committees. It may have been
that the success of Operation Green-
house, coupled with the blessing given
our idea by Fermi and Bethe, eased the
path somewhat!”

As soon as Bradbury approved the
plan, work started on building and 
testing El Monstro. This giant liquid-
scintillation device was a bipyramidal
tank about one cubic meter in volume.
Four phototubes were mounted on each
of the opposing apexes, and the tank
was filled with very pure toluene 
activated with terphenyl so that it
would scintillate. Tests with radioactive
sources of electrons and gamma rays
proved that it was possible to “see” 
into a detector of almost any size. 

Reines and Cowan also began to
consider problems associated with 
scaling up the detector. At the same
time, work was proceeding on drilling
the hole that would house the experi-
ment at the Nevada Test Site and 
on designing the great vacuum tank

and its release mechanism.
But one late evening in the fall of

1952, immediately after Reines and
Cowan had presented their plans at a
Physics Division seminar, a new idea
was born that would dramatically
change the course of the experiment. 
J. M. B. Kellogg, leader of the
Physics Division, had urged Reines
and Cowan to review once more the
possibility of using the neutrinos from
a fission reactor rather than those
from a nuclear explosion. 

The neutrino flux from an explosion
would be thousands of times larger than
that from the most powerful reactor.
The available shielding, however,
would make the background noise from
neutrons and gamma rays about the

same in both cases. Clearly, the nuclear
explosion was the best available 
approach—unless the background could
somehow be further reduced.

Suddenly, Reines and Cowan real-
ized how to do it. The original plan had
been to detect the positron emitted in
inverse beta decay (see Figure 2), a
process in which the weak interaction
causes the antineutrino to turn into a
positron and the proton to turn into a
neutron. Being an antielectron, the
positron would quickly collide with an
electron, and the two would annihilate
each other as they turned into pure 
energy in the form of two gamma rays
traveling in opposite directions. Each
gamma ray would have an energy
equivalent to the rest mass of the 
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pproached, we would start vacuum
umps and evacuate the tank as highly
s possible. Then, when the countdown
eached ‘zero,’ we would break the 
uspension with a small explosive, 
llowing the detector to fall freely in the

vacuum. For about 2 seconds, the falling
detector would be seeing the antineutri-
nos and recording the pulses from them
while the earth shock [from the blast]
passed harmlessly by, rattling the tank
mightily but not disturbing our falling

detector. When all was relatively quiet,
the detector would reach the bottom of
the tank, landing on a thick pile of foam
rubber and feathers.

“We would return to the site of 
the shaft in a few days (when the 
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1H. R. Crane (1948) deduced the upper limit of
10–37 square centimeters on the cross sections for
neutrino-induced ionization and inverse beta
decay. This upper limit was based on null results
from various small-scale experiments attempting
to measure the results of neutrino absorption and
from a theoretical limit deduced from the maxi-
mum amount of solar neutrino heating that could
take place in the earth’s interior and still agree
with geophysical observations of the energy
flowing out of the earth.

Figure 3. The Double Signature of Inverse Beta Decay
The new idea for detecting the neutrino was to detect both products of inverse beta
decay, a reaction in which an incident antineutrino (red dashed line) interacts with a
proton through the weak force. The antineutrino turns into a positron (e1), and the
proton turns into a neutron (n). In the figure above, this reaction is shown to take
place in a liquid scintillator. The short, solid red arrow indicates that, shortly after it
has been created, the positron encounters an electron, and the particle and antiparticle
annihilate each other. Because energy has to be conserved, two gamma rays are emit-
ted that travel in opposite directions and will cause the liquid scintillator to produce a
flash of visible light. In the meantime, the neutron wanders about following a random
path (longer, solid red arrow) until it is captured by a cadmium nucleus. The resulting
nucleus releases about 9 MeV of energy in gamma rays that will again cause the liquid
to produce a tiny flash of visible light. This sequence of two flashes of light separated
by a few microseconds is the double signature of inverse beta decay and confirms the
presence of a neutrino. 
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eines and Cowan planned to build a
ounter filled with liquid scintillator and
ned with photomultiplier tubes (PMTs),
he “eyes” that would detect the
ositron from inverse beta decay, which

s the signal of a neutrino-induced
vent. The figure illustrates how the liq-
id scintillator converts a fraction of the
nergy of the positron into a tiny flash
f light. The light is shown traveling

hrough the highly transparent liquid
cintillator to the PMTs, where the 
hotons are converted into an electronic
ulse that signals the presence of the
ositron. Inverse beta decay (1) begins
hen an antineutrino (red dashed line)

nteracts with one of the billions and 
illions of protons (hydrogen nuclei) in

he molecules of the liquid. The weak
harge-changing interaction between the

antineutrino and the proton causes the
proton to turn into a neutron and the
antineutrino to turn into a positron (e1).
The neutron wanders about undetected.
The positron, however, soon collides
with an electron (e2), and the particle-
antiparticle pair annihilates into two
gamma rays (g) that travel in opposite
directions. Each gamma ray loses about
half its energy each time it scatters
from an electron (Compton scattering).
The resulting energetic electrons 
scatter from other electrons and radiate
photons to create an ionization cascade
(2) that quickly produces large numbers
of ultraviolet (uv) photons. 
The scintillator is a highly transparent
liquid (toluene) purposely doped with 
terphenyl. When it becomes excited by
absorbing the uv photons, it scintillates

by emitting visible photons as it returns
to the ground (lowest-energy) state (3).
Because the liquid scintillator is trans-
parent to visible light, about 20 percent
of the visible photons are collected by
the PMTs lining the walls of the 
scintillation counter. The rest are 
absorbed during the many reflections
from the counter walls. A visible 
photon releases an electron from the
cathode of a phototube. That electron
then initiates the release of further 
electrons from each dynode of the PMT,
a process resulting in a measurable
electrical pulse. The pulses from all the
tubes are combined, counted,
processed, and displayed on an 
oscilloscope screen.

igure 2. Liquid Scintillation Counter for Detecting the Positron from Inverse Beta Decay

detekčný objem: voda a CdCl2
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having 110 photomultiplier tubes to
collect scintillation light and produce
electronic signals. 

In this sandwich configuration, a
neutrino-induced event in, say, tank A
would create two pairs of proton
prompt-coincidence pulses from detec-
tors I and II flanking tank A. The first
pair of pulses would be from positron
annihilation and the second from 
neutron capture. The two pairs would
be separated by about 3 to 10 microsec-
onds. Finally, no signal would emanate
from detector III because the gamma
rays from positron annihilation and
neutron capture in tank A are too low
in energy to reach detector III. 

Thus, the spatial origin of the event
could be deduced with certainty, and
the signals would be distinguished from
false delayed-coincidence signals 
induced by stray neutrons, gamma rays,
and other stray particles from cosmic-
ray showers or from the reactor. These
spurious signals would most likely 
trigger detectors I, II, and III in a 
random combination. The all-important
electronics were designed primarily by
Kiko Harrison and Austin McGuire.

The box entitled “Delayed-
Coincidence Signals from Inverse Beta
Decay” (page 22) illustrates delayed-
coincidence signals from the detector’s
top triad (composed of target tank A
and scintillation detectors I and II).
Once the delayed-coincidence signals
have been recorded, the neutrino-
induced event is complete. The signals
from the positron and neutron circuits,
which have been stored on delay lines,
are presented to the oscilloscopes. 

Figure 5 shows a few samples of 
oscilloscope pictures—some are accept-
able signals of inverse beta decay while
others are not.

Austin McGuire was in charge of
the design and construction of the 
“tank farm” that would house and
transport the thousands of gallons of
liquid scintillator needed for the experi-
ment. Three steel tanks were placed on
a flat trailer bed. The interior surfaces
of the tanks were coated with epoxy to
preserve the purity of the liquids.

Today, the need for purity and cleanli-
ness is becoming legendary as 
researchers build an enormous tank for
the next generation of solar-neutrino
experiments (see the article “Exorcising
Ghosts” on page 136), but even in 
the 1950s, possible background conta-
mination was an overriding concern. 

Since the scintillator had to be 
kept at a temperature not lower than 
60 degrees Fahrenheit, the outside 
walls of the tanks were wrapped with 
several layers of fiberglass insulating
material, and long strips of electrical
heating elements were embedded in 
the exterior insulation.

During the previous winter, while
the equipment was being designed and
built, John Wheeler encouraged and
supported the team, and he helped

pave the way for the next neutrino
measurement to be done at the new,
very powerful fission reactor at the
Savannah River Plant in South 
Carolina. By November 1955, the 
Los Alamos group was ready and once
again packed up for the long trip to
the Savannah River Plant.

The only suitable place for the 
experiments was a small, open area in
the basement of the reactor building,
barely large enough to house the detec-
tor. There, 11 meters of concrete would
separate the detector from the reactor
core and serve as a shield from reactor-
produced neutrons, and 12 meters 
of overburden would help eliminate 
the troublesome background 
neutrons, charged particles, and 
gamma rays produced by cosmic rays. 

Schuch’s idea gave birth to the 
Los Alamos total-immersion, or
“whole-body,” counter (see box “The
Whole-Body Counter” on page 15),
which was similar in design to the 
detector for Project Poltergeist but was
built especially to count the radioactive
contents of people. Since counting 
with this new device took only a few
minutes, it was a great advance over
he standard practice of using multiple

Geiger counters or sodium iodide (NaI)
crystal spectrometers in an underground
aboratory. The Los Alamos whole-

body counter was used during the
1950s to determine the degree to which
adioactive fallout from nuclear tests

and other nuclear and natural sources
was taken up by the human body. 

The Hanford Experiment

In the very early spring of 1953, the
Project Poltergeist team packed up 
Herr Auge, the 300-liter neutrino detec-
or, as well as numerous electronics

and barrels of liquid scintillator, and set
out for the new plutonium-producing
eactor at the Hanford Engineering

Works in Hanford, Washington. It was
he country’s latest and largest fission
eactor and would therefore produce
he largest flux of antineutrinos. 

Various aspects of the setup at Hanford
are shown in the photo collage. 

The equipment for the liquid scintil-
ator occupied two trucks parked 

outside the reactor building. One was
used to house barrels of liquid; in a sec-
ond smaller truck, liquid scintillators
were mixed according to various recipes
before they would be pumped into the
detector. Herr Auge was placed inside
he reactor building, very near the face

of the reactor wall, and was surrounded
by the homemade boron-paraffin shield-
ng intermixed with nearly all the lead

shielding available at Hanford. This
shield was to stop reactor neutrons and
gamma rays from entering the detector
and producing unwanted background. In
all, 4 to 6 feet of paraffin alternated with
4 to 8 inches of lead.

The electronic gear for detecting the
telltale delayed-coincidence signal from
inverse beta decay was inside the reac-
tor building. Its essential elements were
two independent electronic gates: one
to accept pulses characteristic of the
positron signal and the other to accept
pulses characteristic of the neutron-
capture signal. The two circuits were
connected by a time-delay analyzer. 

If a pulse appeared in the output of
the neutron circuit within 9 microsec-
onds of a pulse in the output of the
positron circuit, the count was regis-
tered in the channel that recorded 
delayed coincidences. Allowing for 
detector efficiencies and electronic 
gate settings and taking into account
the neutrino flux from the reactor, the 
expected rate for delayed coincidences
from neutrino-induced events was 
0.1 to 0.3 count per minute.

For several months, the team
stacked and restacked the shielding and
used various recipes for the liquid 
scintillator (see Hanford Menu in 
“The Hanford Experiment” collage).
Then they would set the electronics 
and listen for the characteristic double
clicks that would accompany detection
of the inverse beta decay. Despite the
exhausting work, the results were not
definitive. The delayed-coincidence
background, present whether or not the
reactor was on, was about 5 counts per
minute, many times higher than the 
expected signal rate. 

The scientists guessed that the back-
ground was due to cosmic rays entering
the detector, but the addition of various
types of shielding left the background
rate unchanged. Subsequent work 
underground suggested that the 
Hanford background of delayed-
coincidence pulses was indeed due to
cosmic rays. Reines and Cowan (1953)
reported a small increase in the number
of delayed coincidences when the 
reactor was on versus when it was 
off. Furthermore, the increase was 
consistent with the number expected
from the estimated flux of reactor 
neutrinos. This was tantalizing but 
insufficient evidence that neutrino

events were being detected. The 
Hanford experience was poignantly
summarized by Cowan (1964). 

“The lesson of the work was clear:
It is easy to shield out the noise men
make, but impossible to shut out the
cosmos. Neutrons and gamma rays
from the reactor, which we had feared
most, were stopped in our thick walls
of paraffin, borax and lead, but the 
cosmic ray mesons penetrated gleefully,
generating backgrounds in our equip-
ment as they passed or stopped in it.
We did record neutrino-like signals but
the cosmic rays with their neutron sec-
ondaries generated in our shields were
10 times more abundant than were 
the neutrino signals. We felt we had the
neutrino by the coattails, but our 
evidence would not stand up in court.”

The Savannah River
Experiment

After the Hanford experience, the
Laboratory encouraged Reines and
Cowan to set up a formal group with
the sole purpose of tracking neutrinos.
Other than the scientists who had 
already been working on neutrinos,
Kiko Harrison, Austin McGuire, and
Herald Kruse (a graduate student at the
time) were included in this group. 

They spent the following year 
redesigning the experiment from top to
bottom: detector, electronics, scintilla-
tor liquids, the whole works. The detec-
tor was entirely reconfigured to better
differentiate between events induced by
cosmic rays and those initiated in the
detector by reactor neutrinos. Figure 4
shows the new design. 

Two large, flat plastic tanks (called
the “target tanks” and labeled A and B)
were filled with water. The protons in
the water provided the target for 
inverse beta decay; cadmium chloride
dissolved in the water provided the 
cadmium nuclei that would capture 
the neutrons. The target tanks were
sandwiched between three large scintil-
lation detectors labeled I, II, and III
(total capacity 4,200 liters), each 

Figure 4. The Savannah River Neutrino Detector—A New Design
The neutrino detector is illustrated here inside its lead shield. Each of two large, flat
plastic tanks (pictured in light blue and labeled A and B) was filled with 200 liters of
water. The protons in the water provided the target for inverse beta decay; cadmium
chloride dissolved in the water provided the cadmium nuclei that would capture the
neutrons. The target tanks were sandwiched between three scintillation detectors 
(I, II, and III). Each detector contained 1,400 liters of liquid scintillator that was viewed 
by 110 photomultiplier tubes. Without its shield, the assembled detector weighed 
about 10 tons. 
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gas and collecting them from the gas stream with a suitable adsorber. The system for accomplishing 
this is illustrated in Figure 1. The tank is equipped with two liquid circulating pumps (approx. flow 
rate 1500 liters/rain). Each pump draws liquid uniformly from the bot tom of the tank and discharges 
it into a set of 20 eductor nozzles. The eductors draw helium from the top of the tank and discharge 
the gas mixed with liquid as a jet  of very fine bubbles. There are two sets of 20 eductors plaeecl at 
two levels in the tank, each driven by a pump. The pump-eductor  system continuously circulates 
the helium gas that  occupies the top 5% of the volume of the tank through the liquid at a rate of 
approximately 17,000 liters per  minute, thus establishing argon solubility equilibrium between the 
helium gas and the liquid. 

i TANK CHAMBER CAN BE 
FLOOOEO WITH WATER I FOR A FAST NEUTRON 

I SH'E'-° 
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Fig. I. Schematic arrangement of the Homestake solar neutrino detector. 

The first two eductors at the end of the upper set are used to draw the helium through the argon 
recovery system. The helium purge gas leaves the tank at the opposite end through a condenser at  
minus 40 degrees C. This serves to freeze out most of the perchloroethylene vapors. Then the helium 
passes through a molecular sieve absorber to remove residual perchloroethylene vapors. The helium, 
purified of perchloroethylene vapors then passes through a counter-current heat exchanger (not shown 
in Figure 1) to a liquid-nitrogen cooled charcoal trap (35 cm long, 20 cm dia.) to recover the argon. 
Charcoal at liquid nitrogen temperature completely absorbs the argon from the gas stream. The 
helium is then returned to the tank by means of the two eductors that  provide the gas flow. The rate 
of helium flow through the argon recovery system is 350 liters per minute. The flow of helium remains 
constant because it is determined by the flow dynamics of the two eductors, the fixed resistance in 
the gas lines, condenser, and absorbers. 

Valves are placed in the suction and discharge lines to each pump. There is a by-pass line and valve 
between the two pumps. This arrangement allows removing a pump if necessary without disturbing 

37Cl + � !37Ar + e

citlivé na neutrína s energiou 
vyššou ako z pp cyklu 

deficit neutrín 

R = 0,27±0,04



Oscilácie neutrín
Majme len dve generácie neutrín 

Dve sady neutrínových stavov:  
(νe,νµ), a s určitými (rôznymi) hmotnosťami (ν1,ν2)
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⌫e = cos ✓ ⌫1 + sin ✓ ⌫2

⌫µ = � sin ✓ ⌫1 + cos ✓ ⌫2

Časový vývoj stavu:  
E1 a E2 sú rozdielne kvôli rozdielnym hmotnostiam

⇥e(t) = cos � ⇥1 e
�iE1t/~

+ sin � ⇥2 e
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Pravdepodobnosť, že neutríno si zachová typ:
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Super-K: dôkaz oscilácií
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FIG. 4. The ratio of the number of FC data events to FC
Monte Carlo events versus reconstructed L�En . The points
show the ratio of observed data to MC expectation in the
absence of oscillations. The dashed lines show the expected
shape for nm $ nt at Dm2 ≠ 2.2 3 1023 eV2 and sin2 2u ≠
1. The slight L�En dependence for e-like events is due to
contamination (2–7%) of nm CC interactions.

experiment [4]. The Super-Kamiokande region favors
lower values of Dm2 than allowed by the Kamiokande
experiment; however the 90% contours from both ex-
periments have a region of overlap. Preliminary stud-
ies of upward-going stopping and through-going muons
in Super-Kamiokande [24] give allowed regions consis-
tent with the FC and PC event analysis reported in this
paper.
Both the zenith angle distribution of m-like events

and the value of R observed in this experiment signifi-
cantly differ from the best predictions in the absence
of neutrino oscillations. While uncertainties in the flux
prediction, cross sections, and experimental biases are
ruled out as explanations of the observations, the present
data are in good agreement with two-flavor nm $ nt

oscillations with sin2 2u . 0.82 and 5 3 1024 , Dm2 ,
6 3 1023 eV2 at a 90% confidence level. We con-
clude that the present data give evidence for neutrino
oscillations.
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Otvorené otázky

• Aké sú absolútne hmotnosti neutrín?  
(oscilácie hovoria len o rozdieloch) 
 
 
 
 
 

• Sú neutrína Majoranovské častice? (sú sami 
sebe antičasticami?)
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